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" Bingo's Downed Biker Fund"
If you have a Brother or Sister down and would
like to get them the Free Riders Press, NO
PROBLEM, be glad to do it but it does cost
money.  A lot of people help out by donating
some coin.  We here will do what we can, but
with everybody giving what they can, we will
make it go a long way. We all know somebody
that's down, and anything would be greatly

appreciated.

Send to:
" B i n g o ' s
D o w n e d
Biker Fund"
2 2 0 6
Jefferson
Two Rivers,
WI 54241

Mission Statement:
This paper was started out of the love and respect

for being in the wind, and the brothers and sisters that are
in the wind also. I have been riding all my life and have
learned what brotherhood means. The Free Riders Press is
a paper dedicated to the biker who knows this respect. Not
barring any rider for what he wears or rides. We try to cover
stories that make the public sit back and have a positive out-
look on bikers.  We will try to cover events that are for the
biker and put on by the biker. This paper will be used to bet-
ter the riding community through education, updates and
personal views that are of positive thinking for the riding
community in general. We will try to fight the ongoing dis-
crimination that seems to be thrown onto us without our
view being told. Free Riders Press is for all to enjoy, so by
working together someday we can be free in the wind, with-
out the worry of any of the aforementioned items.

If you have a picture of your Next Generation Rider, feel
free to send it in to me. Who knows it just might kick
start a Hollywood career for them. Send those pic's to
preacher@freeriderspress.us or by snail mail to 4500
Hwy 66, Stevens Point, WI 54481

Meet This Month�s Next Generation Riders. 
Nevaeh, grandaughter of kurt and Renee
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Sister Lost:
On August 30, 2011 we lost a great sister and her name was Wendy Ann

Henning. Wife of Zodiac MC member Giggles, Wendy was a true treasure.
When I ran into her at swap meets and bike parties, she seemed to always
be glowing with friendly vibes. I over heard one other lady at the funeral
say, "every club has a lady that is very likable, and Wendy was the one."
But that was just the outer layer to her person.

Wendy was an organ recipient who  fought for and advocated the good of
being an organ donor. She even had an article in the paper here at Free
Riders Press to help promote it.

Wendy is a true angel, and will be missed by many. 

As we travel to the northern parts of the country, we find ourselves in Wisconsin. We here at animal planet have
heard that a species of biker called the "winterbegone" is headed into hiding. This phenomena happens every year
around October and we just had to see for ourselves if these rumors are true or not. We have already noticed that
with the cooler winds and swirling leaves that there are less and less of these well documented creatures popping
their heads out of the confines of the heated place at which they ended up. In fact we could only find a few pos-
sibly (rare specimens)on the road barely visible through all the clothing they had on. We are gonna sit here for
awhile to see if we can follow one to it's destination. 

What am I getting at? "I don't know, but I enjoy listening to that dude on tv."  Maybe in the back of my mind
it's the fact that many people including business' think that bikers are not doing anything in the colder months. This
is a MYTH. Bikers are just as active when the cold winds blow as when their knees are in the warm breeze. The
activities are just a bit different. Don't rule out the real bikers of anything. We may surprise you. The calendar  may
be short this time of year but watch it fill in next issue with events.

Tomahawk attendance was up at the Speedway but nowhere near what I anticipated, but for those that attended
we had a great time. The Ride for Vet was a great run even though for the second year I wasn't able to make any
donations. I will have more on the ride in a future issue along with some changes for 2012 at the Speedway. Same
price, same good time. Sign up today for your spot.

Just a reminder that we are in our bi-monthly time of the year. For 8 years I ran nearly every month. Time to
slow down on my part a couple months a year. Remember to send us any events, stories from the past ride you
went on or anything else our readers may be interested in. (For some like myself, the content doesn't need to be
very interesting as noticed in the first paragraph. LOL)
PS: I will be attending a benefit for Owen Bergwin in Door County
November 12th. If you have been to the Motorcycle Memorial, then you
know what a great place Owen founded.


